This subject seems to be simplicity in the greatest degree, but when one begins to analyze all the aspects, many problems appear. The first problem arises from the word "Northwest." I have taken the Northwest to be roughly that area covered by the Northwest Section of this Society-Oregon, Washington and British Columbia. This vast territory presents numerous problems, all vital to range management.
Let us consider climate. On the Pacific coast slopes we have an area with extremely heavy precipitation.
Southwest Oregon is a semi-desert region. Other districts vary between these two extremes in precipitation, There are regions with little or no frost while others have temperatures of 50 to 60 degrees below zero. We have rangelands with nearly 200 frost-free days and others that get frosted every month of the summer.
Then, too, we have great variations in topography from the sea level delta lands to the high ranges with elevations of 10,000 feet. Between these extremes we have level plains and mountainous terrain.
Such It is not uncommon when we commence to put sound multiple use management into practice to find our hands tied by some fixed statute or regulation which was enacted with the best of intent but is not flexible enough to allow optimum resource management. For example, we have found dates for turn-out or removal of stock set by regulation regardless of condition of the soil and grass, or weather. The dates cannot be changed even though both the rancher and local administrator know that they should be. Grazing seasons and stocking rates should be flexible and realistic in respect to the effect upon both private and public lands. Such range practices as reseeding, salting, herding, fencing and clearing trails or building access roads require close coordination and cooperation between private and public interests. Much progress is being made toward rectifying problems such as these that face ranchers in the Northwest. Forestry and logging create additional problems involving the close cooperation of those interests with the livestock ranchers.
Only through close understanding of all problems can logging operations, wherever feasible, be planned to minimize disturbance to the grazing resource. Roads can give access to both timber and grazing. Reseeding of logged areas can create a valuable temporary forage supply and can hold and rebuild the soil for future timber crops. We can grow and harvest both trees and grass from the same site in much of our Northwest area.
As with forestry, those persons interested primarily in hunting and fishing can gain much by working with ranchers using public lands. In British Columbia we have eliminated many problems because the organized sportsmen, the game branch and the ranchers are cooperating to the advantage of everyone concerned. Fish and game groups have asked for and been granted hunting and fishing seasons designed to aid grazing interests. In return, large acreages of p r i v a t e holdings have been opened up to hunters. This is one example of many where groups with diverse interests have joined forces for the common good. However, there is a tremendous field for improvement in this portion of our general multiple-use management program in the Northwest.
As a rancher, I should like to touch on a few factors I consider to be detrimental to a sound multiple-use program. We in the Northwest are going through an era of real estate speculation that is setting up our ranches as trading units Along with this unstable and continued change in land ownership, we have an ever-changing personnel in our land administration and extension agencies. This tends to be wasteful because our technical forces spend much of their time becoming familiar with the range and ranching problems.
In spite of the widespread e x p e r i e n c e gained by moving technical people around from area to area which is valuable in promotions to higher positions, the practice has detracted from progress toward sound land use management in many locations.
I feel that in some cases Northwest ranchers are still faced with These are among some of the problems still facing livestock ranchers in our Northwest area. Any integrated land use project in the Northwest must be planned on a local basis. Utilization of both public and private lands must be considered together to obtain optimum harvest without damage to either. We must coordinate all our forcesresearch, extension, administration, and private interests-for effective results. There should be greater permanency of grazing tenure and in the placement of local personnel. The key to a successf ul multiple-use program that integrates public and private lands lies in coordination and cooperation. This is our challenge.
